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INTERIOR MINISTER CASTANER WARNS THAT 20,000 POLICEMEN TO CONTROL
HEALTH BARRIER
FOR A SUCCEESSFUL LOCKDOWN LIFTING

Paris, Washington DC, 11.05.2020, 04:19 Time

USPA NEWS - Prime Minister French Edouard Philippe explained the next stages of easing the lockdown, in France in a press
conference this Thursday, May 7. The Minister for Interior, Christophe Castaner, meanwhile explained the instructions to adopt from
the lockdown, which will take place from May 11, alongside Prime Minister Edouard Philippe. He explained how « violations of these
rules will be maintained. The rest of the health barriers, thanks to 20,000 police and gendarmes, who will control and punish. » This
containment, which started on March 17th, in response to the spread of COVID-19, will be lifted « gradually" and will be accompanied
by recommendations to be cautious, especially the most vulnerable (Disabled, Elderly), ad that M100 mask will be offered and
distributed, from May 11th, added the Minister for Interior, Christophe Castaner, whose full remarks, we publish as it follows. While in
France, since March 1, 25,987 deaths linked to COVID-19 have been recorded (178 in 24 hours, against 278 the day before),
including 16,386 deaths in hospitals (149 in 24 hours, against 177 the day before) and 9,601 deaths (29 in 24 hours, against 101 the
day before). Updated on May 9 at 9:3

This containment, which started on March 17th, in response to the spread of COVID-19, will be lifted « gradually" and will be
accompanied by recommendations to be cautious, especially the most vulnerable (Disabled, Elderly), ad that M100 mask will be
offered and distributed, from May 11th, added the Minister for Interior, Christophe Castaner, whose full remarks, we publish as it
follows. While in France, since March 1, 25,987 deaths linked to COVID-19 have been recorded (178 in 24 hours, against 278 the day
before), including 16,386 deaths in hospitals (149 in 24 hours, against 177 the day before) and 9,601 deaths (29 in 24 hours, against
101 the day before). In the medico-social medico-social facilities, 23,208 people are hospitalized for a COVID-19 infection (against
23,983 the day before) and 728 new admissions (against 833 the previous day) were recorded in 24 hours. 2,961 patients with a
severe form of COVID-19 are hospitalized in intensive care. The balance remains negative in intensive care, with 186 fewer COVID-19
patients. (Updated on May at 9:35 pm) These figures do not take into account deaths from COVID-19, at home, or those of disabled
people who died in specialized centers. We apologize for having published figures since the start of the epidemic, without seeing any
mention of these fatalities, as they are unavailable from French health authorities.

FROM MAY 11 WE WILL MOVE WITHOUT CERTIFICATION EXCEPT FURTHER ONE´S COUNTY, CHRISTOPHE CASTANER
“From May 11, everyone can circulate without certification regardless of the department. But since the virus does not travel by itself,
we must continue to respect health barriers. Violations of these rules will be maintained. The rest of the health barriers, thanks to
20,000 police and gendarmes, who will control and punish. " Interior Minister Christophe Castaner, explained.

He adds that: "The limitation to 100km for departments except for imperious family reasons and / or for assistance to a vulnerable
person or in the event of mourning or a compulsory professional reason, if these 100km are so outside of his department. Controls will
be organized in motorways and stations. During a car check if the driver is at a distance> 100km outside his department, he will have
to show a certificate. 100km we provide a checkbook or certificate of accommodation. May 11 will allow a return to social life, with
access to museums, libraries, but not the cinema or open sports facilities that will remain closed.
Regarding groupings, are subject to the rule which applies to a maximum grouping of 10 people, and from June 2, we will have a
discussion about the conditions for reopening cafes and restaurants. As for the covering of the beaches, nautical neutrals will be,
authorized or not, by the decision-making prefects, depending on the devices allowing a physical distance.
Minister for Interior, Christophe Castaner then explained discussing Monday with the Prime Minister, Edouard Philippe the dates of
opening ceremonies and religious groups. He then went on to state that the arrangements for closing the borders of the countries of
the Shengen area are maintained at least until June 15 and until further notice and whose decision is subject to consultation between
the Member States of the European Union. Exceptions will be granted for frontier workers or seasonal workers from European
countries, and quarantine measures for travelers from non-EU countries do not apply to DOM TOM (French overseas territories ) or
Corsica either. " Minister of Interior, concluded.
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